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Summary
In the previous Quarterly we opened with a note on Russia. We
argued that crashing oil markets, which had kicked off significant
volatility in emerging markets, particularly those dependant on oil
revenues, would not lead to significant amounts of contagion or to
a ’97-style crash.
Pleasingly, this has been the case. Oil is produced by relatively few,
and consumed by all. As such its decline has shared the benefits
liberally and broadly, helping to generate growth in a world that has
experienced too little of it.
Equally interesting is that Russia appears to have disappeared from
the global newswires. We’d suspect this probably means that things
are not going well for the local economy, and the lack of news out of
the region is more the result of state owned media keeping a lid on
new developments than a return to normal.
We noted with great enthusiasm that the European Central Bank
(ECB) has finally begun acting as a lender of last resort, embarking
on its on Quantitative Easing (QE) program, committing to purchase
€1.1Tn worth of securities over the next year. We suspect that QE will
need to remain in place for much longer than that.
Nonetheless, it is excellent news and speculation on QE followed
by its materialisation has served to dramatically lower the Euro,
particularly against the USD. This will provide a much needed
boost to GDP, mainly via lowered imports (which act as a drag on
growth) and by increased exports. Further, we expect that QE will
act as a brake on deflation, which had been showing worrying signs
of permanently embedding into expectations, an outcome that
characterised the lost decades of Japan.

Key strategy recommendations
• Australian Equities – Australian economic data continues to
run below trend. Earnings have weakened across the majority of
sectors, whilst market valuations (P/E, P/B) remain relatively high.
A significant level of household debt and negative real income
growth are sufficient to justify an underweight position.
• International Equities – Whilst the US remains attractive
due to robust corporate profits, we see the stronger USD and
potential for rising rates as grounds to be underweight the US.
After years of negativity, we expect Europe’s new QE program will
act as a material driver of growth, combined with an increasingly
competitive €EUR.
• Fixed Income – We see a strong case for Fixed Income in a
low inflation, low interest rate environment, and in particular as
an excellent hedge against equity market volatility. We have
almost no exposure to High Yield and Emerging Market debt,
and maintain a relatively short duration position to protect capital
against potential rate rises.
• Property and Alternatives – Globally, occupancy rates remain
robust, however the sector has not deleveraged since the GFC.
With increasing leverage and cyclically high returns, we move
underweight property, with a particular focus on G-REITs.
• Cash – We have an overweight to cash in most profiles, with
a view to deploying capital against opportunities as and when
they emerge.
Asset class performance, indexed at 100

530

• Expect temporary setbacks – Volatility is expected to rise.
Admittedly, we always say this, but it remains true: the process
of rate normalisation in the US is unlikely to occur without an
increase in volatility.
• Time in the market – Inflation is the enemy of the purchasing
power of term deposits. History suggests a diversified portfolio
of quality investments is a better strategy for growing wealth over
the long term, regardless of short term movements.
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• Commodities – With Australia poorly positioned on the cost
curve across copper, coal and LNG, we do not see the cheap
valuations in the metals and mining or energy sectors as
compelling. We are expecting further impairment charges across
the space, and with balance sheets looking stretched we cannot
get comfortable with the opportunities on offer.

Bonds

Global property
Australian Equities

430

• Fixed Income – With our recent move to underweight Australian
Equities and Property, we see Fixed Income as an excellent
opportunity to generate income whilst protecting capital. Our
credit oriented funds continue to generate yields of near 5%,
whilst enjoying the diversification benefits of hundreds of issuers,
and hundreds more issues. This stands in contrast to single
hybrids, which offer comparable yields, but significantly less
liquidity and more idiosyncratic risk.

Bank bills

Jan 02

Implementation Strategy

630

Source: CBA data, Bloomberg

Bonds have enjoyed a very robust year, with the Bloomberg
AusBond Composite enjoying a near 10% total return, and the
Australian 10yr Government bond yield has continued to decline at
time of writing, driving returns higher.
Equity markets domestically have been very strong, with the recent
RBA rate cut putting a rocket under the domestic market and
causing a circa 10% rally year to date.
Balanced portfolios have ridden out the volatility in a smoother
manner than the all too common equities and term deposit portfolios
(an example of an undiversified two asset portfolio).
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April-June 2015 Outlook
We expect interest rates will continue
to fall in Australia. Implied interest rate
probabilities, at the time of writing, suggest
a 70% chance of an additional cut by
the mid-year.
Certainly, the underlying economic data
would support such a move, and although
the RBA did not follow up with a ‘back to
back’ cut in March we suspect it is more a
case of when, not if, the next cut comes.
We are also expecting announcement of
higher capital requirements for banks, and
more clarity about the increases to risk
weights for mortgage loans.
CBA’s mortgage team have confirmed
that the regulators are uncomfortable with
the pace of lending to certain segments
of the market, most notably to investors
(rather than owner occupiers), and we
wonder what hard limits might be explored
over the coming quarters, as opposed
to the current soft limit of 10% per annum
growth in lending, which has already
been exceeded.
Regarding US rates, which much of the
rest of the world’s rates are priced off,
we are expecting that the critical word
‘patient’ will stay out of the section of the
Fed minutes that outlines the timing of a
return to higher rates. It is clear that the
US wants to move away from rates that
are not significantly different from zero.

We are sympathetic to such a move,
given the strength in the US of both
corporate profits and better non-farm
payrolls, indicating that job growth
continues to be robust (at last print
295k jobs created).
However, inflation is still very low. The Fed’s
own measure, Personal Consumption
Expenditure, continues to be weak. The
Fed has a dual mandate to ensure both
price stability and full employment, and
increasing rates when only employment
is rising does not seem consistent with
delivering both.
The strong US dollar should also be
a barrier to rising rates, since it acts as
a hand brake to growth via lower net
exports and effectively imports deflationary
pressures from abroad (most notably
from Europe).
Flirting with deflation does not seem
advisable, and as such we are hoping that
prudence at the Fed will result in rates that
remain lower for longer, rather than for the
currently assumed ‘June lift off’.
The picture is clearly mixed however,
and will help set the scene of an
interesting quarter.
As always, happy investing!

Key Themes for Q2 2015
• The removal of the word ‘patient’ from the US Fed language kit
• The ongoing reshaping of the US yield curve and term premia in anticipation
of a rate rise
• The EUR to continue to fall against the USD, and for Europe’s QE program
to continue to support market valuations
• Rate cutting to continue domestically, on the back of a prolonged output gap
and weak economic fundamentals

Positioning:
We retain a growth tilt in our portfolios
• Build out an overweight to
International Equities
• Continue to remain underweight
High Yield in Fixed Income, whilst
maintaining an elevated exposure
to Investment Grade Credit
• Maintain an exposure to Global
Sovereigns that enjoy their own
central bank, treasury and debt
denominated in their own currency
• Keep an overweight to cash, using
the liquidity to proactively take
advantage of opportunities and
market dislocations

Changes this quarter:
• We have reduced our exposure to
Australian Equities after a 10% run in
the local market met our yearly price
target in the first two months
• We have decreased our exposure
to Property, particularly Global Real
Estate Investment Trusts (G-REITs),
on valuation grounds combined
with earnings that appear to
be at cyclical highs
• Increased our exposure to Australian
Investment Grade Credit, where
yields remain robust, and to help
hedge our equity market exposures
• Increased our exposure to
Government Bonds, both Australian
and international, but with a greater
allocation to the domestic market
• Downgraded valuations and
fundamentals for Australian Equities,
given the weak run of economic data
• Upgraded Emerging Markets, noting
more competitive currencies and
cheaper equities

• Greece to jump back into the headlines, as the four month reprieve moves
towards expiry over the quarter
• Japan’s QE policy to remain in place for the foreseeable future
• China to stimulate the local economy in light of a weaker domestic
property market
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Commonwealth Private Central Case and House View – April 2015
Core Asset Class

Sub sector

House View

Australian Equities

Australian Shares – Large cap

Under

Smaller companies

Neutral

International Equities

Property

Fixed Income

Fundamental

Valuation

Over the cycle (SAA)

Current (DAA)

22.5%

21.6%

2.5%

2.4%

25.0%

24.0%

FX Hedging level

20%

Developed Markets

Over

16.0%

18.0%

Emerging Markets

Over

4.0%

7.0%

20.0%

25.0%

Scale
Very positive
Positive
Neutral

Global REITs (Hedged)

Over

1.9%

2.8%

Australian REITs

Neutral

1.9%

1.3%

Australian Direct Property

Under

3.8%

2.3%

7.5%

6.5%

Australian Government Bonds

Under

5.5%

4.1%

Global Government Bond

Very under

5.5%

1.0%

Investment Grade Credit

Over

9.0%

8.6%

High Yield and EM Debt

Very under

2.5%

1.8%

0.0%

2.0%

22.5%

17.5%

Other (RMBS, ABS, CDO)

Alternatives

Sentiment

Negative
Very negative

Legend
Exposure to this asset class should be:
Overweight
Above your strategic weight at
this point in the cycle.

Neutral
In line with your strategic
weight at this point in the cycle.

Real Alternatives

Neutral

7.5%

5.0%

Absolute Return Growth

Neutral

5.0%

6.0%

Underweight

Absolute Return Defensive

Neutral

2.5%

4.0%

Below your strategic weight
at this point in the cycle.

15.0%

15.0%

Cash

Cash

Over

10.0%

12.0%

Growth vs Defensive

Growth assets

Over

65.0%

66.5%

Defensive assets

Under

35.0%

33.5%

Above we illustrate our views by asset class and outline our “House View” on each asset class and whether
we recommend adding or reducing exposure to an asset class. These weightings related to our “Balanced”
asset allocation profile and are made with a medium term (1 to 3 year) investment horizon. We also display in
Quarterly Investment Strategy Q2 2015

percentage terms what an average client in that profile might hold. Given the broad nature and variety of our
business and client base this is unlikely to precisely represent your individual portfolio.
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Summary of Asset Allocation Themes
Asset Class

Forecasts

Strategies

Australian
Equities

• Our 30 June 2015 ASX 200 forecast is 6,000

• Avoid miners that produce outside the top quartile,
regardless of the commodity

• Our 31 December 2015 ASX 200 forecast
is 6,200
• Earnings will grow in the mid-single digits on the
back of corporate cost cutting and a lower AUD

• Invest in companies that enjoy strong balance sheets,
robust margins, attractive returns on capital and the
ability to deploy capital against those returns
• Target 20-25 names across several sectors for
diversification benefits

International
Equities

• We expect the US recovery will be hindered by
a strong USD and higher rates

• Use the high AUD as an opportunity to add breadth
to your portfolio

• Europe likely to outperform following a material
drop in the EUR, boosting exports

• Longer term favourable demographics underpin
compelling valuations in the Emerging Markets, targeting
luxury brands (upper incomes) and essentials (transport,
infrastructure and banking)

Currency

• Narrowing interest rate differentials and
declining terms of trade suggest ongoing
weakness in the AUD, in addition to RBA in
‘rate cutting mode’

• Low hedging of 20% will benefit your portfolio as the AUD
weakens again over time

• The US will raise rates, but likely in a gradual,
well-flagged manner

• Sell EM debt and put proceeds into Investment
Grade Credit

• We do not expect Sovereigns (outside the
Eurozone and emerging markets) to come
under significant pressure

• Allocate to regions that enjoy their own central bank
and treasury, and have debt in their own currency;
avoid others

• Spreads can grind tighter for now as inflows
combine with low issuance

• Recent Hybrid issues are more equity like than debt like,
therefore ensure your Hybrids allocations are co-funded
from Equity

Fixed Income
Sovereigns

Fixed Income
Credit

• Use Investment Grade Credit to improve yields
over and above those on offer from Global
Government Bonds

• Hold stocks in your portfolio that have strong exposures
to international revenue streams

• Target a well-diversified, high quality portfolio
of Investment Grade Credit

Cash

• Term deposit will likely continue to remain low,
in line with most rates and yields

• Keep some powder dry with an overweight cash positions
which gives you flexibility to react in any market dislocations

Alternatives

• Alternatives will provide another source of
growth and diversification for portfolios outside
of equities, which is valuable in this lower return
environment

• Start building an allocation to Alternatives which should
improve risk-adjusted portfolio returns
• Managed Futures strategies should provide hedging
via the use of shorting if bonds and equities sell off

• Trend following strategies like Managed Futures
can benefit as bond valuations moderate

Property

• Property valuations appear stretched
• Leverage remains high and free cash flow
generation is weak

• Continue to target income generators with high occupancy
rates underpinned by prime tenants
• Favour developers who are balance sheet light
• Target structures with modest leverage and strong
cash flows

Quarterly Investment Strategy Q2 2015
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Australian Equities
Growth in the level of corporate debt to the non-financial sector
(with China shown on the RHS) has moderated in the US and UK.

Fundamentals

Valuation

Sentiment

Fundamentals are
weakening, with
slowing earnings
growth, driven
largely by the weak
economic backdrop.
Expect lower rates.

Valuations are
elevated. We no
longer see the
level of earnings as
sufficient to justify
the multiple of the
market.

Sentiment has
weakened, with
consumers likening
the falling AUD to
a decrease in real
purchasing power,
and mining layoffs
creating uncertainty.

We also win the award for growth in household debt as a percentage
of GDP.
Elevated levels of household debt
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Australian output gap continues
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In this context, it is not surprising to see the RBA move towards a
more dovish stance, although could be argued that the RBA has
been in a ‘structural’ rate cutting mode since 2011, and in a broader
context since the GFC, when rates peaked at 7.25%.

AUS Household Debt
Japan
Germany
Italy

40

Dec 95

Although not large, Australia does continue to run an output gap
relative to potential GDP. This means that actual GDP growth is
below what we could achieve at full employment, and points to idle
resources in the economy (both labour and capital).

Source: Bloomberg, CBA

Whilst a majority of economies have seen households ‘tighten belts’,
Australia has not done so, leaving us as a standout on a global
comparison. The income and wealth shocks of the GFC and the
associated housing bust caused indebted US and EU households
to undergo considerable austerity, at great personal cost.
Our high level of debt leaves us exposed to a downturn, as earnings
and incomes drop, but the real burden of the debt stays the same.
Elevated housing and corporate credit are certainly reasons that the
RBA would be reluctant to cut rates.
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Nonetheless, the declining terms of trade, negative real income
growth, weak business and consumer confidence and depressed
capital expenditure all point to an ongoing rate easing environment.
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We can see this most clearly by examining the Australian dollar
swaps curve, where you can see the shift in the curve most clearly,
as markets price in weaker conditions.

Source: Bloomberg

An RBA cash rate of 2.25% today suggests how much things have
changed on the economic front since the days of 7.25%.
Something that hasn’t changed is our trajectory on debt. Total credit
to the private non-financial sector continues to grow unabated, and
placing us towards the dubious ‘top of the tree’ on growth in corporate
debt for countries sampled (excluding China), shown below.
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This suggests a dangerous dynamic. Lower rates increase market
and pricing volatilities but appear required given the deteriorating
economic fundamentals.
In light of the stretched Price to Earnings multiple of the ASX 200,
we are comfortable with moving to a modest underweight.

Source: Bloomberg
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International Equities
Fundamentals

Valuation

Sentiment

US P/E ratios at cyclical highs

Eurozone looks
attractive on a long
run basis, driven
by EU QE, US
remains robust.

Ex US, valuations
look compelling,
particularly on a
10 year CAPE ratio.

Net foreign buying
of US equities is
slowly increasing,
albeit off a low base.

Instead, we’ve been allocating capital towards the Eurozone, where
the recently initiated EU Quantitative Easing program is set to materially
weaken the Euro (vis-à-vis the dollar) helping to drive exports, and by
changing expectations around deflation, driving the real interest rate
lower and acting as a stimulant to investment and consumption, both
of which are chronically depressed in the Eurozone. Valuations are also
much more compelling, with the 10yr Cyclically Adjusted Price Earnings
ratio (CAPE) at a material disconnect to the US.

Euro and EM valuations are attractive

CAPE P/Es, Europe and EMs significantly better value
The US remains our largest absolute exposure, although it is also our
largest underweight (relative to the benchmark, MSCI World).
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Portfolio exposures: overweight Europe
and Emerging markets
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Earnings growth: US the clear winner in the
developed world
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The prospect of higher rates and a less competitive USD has seen
market estimates of US earnings begin to decline as seen in the chart
below on Blended Forward 12 month EPS expectations.

Emerging market currencies respond to Taper Tantrums
110

Apr 14

The reason is that whilst the US has been the chief source of earnings
growth in the developed world, the clear desire of the US Fed to exit
from near zero interest rates has seen the $USD rally sharply, and
markets reprice expectations of rate rises.

Similarly, whilst the EU QE is helping generate a more competitive
currency, the Emerging Markets are a clear standout. Valuations
are compelling and structurally favourable growth demographics
are appealing.
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Should the US raise rates, it will undoubtedly go a long way to snuffing
out the excellent recovery currently underway. As such, we’ve been
happy to have an exposure, but less than that of the benchmark.
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The chart above highlights the significant selloff in EM currencies
over the past two years, as markets became increasingly sure the US
would look to raise rates. Capital came flooding out of local markets
and returned to the US, and this selloff of FX, Equity and Property
markets has made the region’s pricing very attractive.
We are positioned two-fold. The first is via luxury brands like BMW
(cars), Pernod Ricard (spirits and wine) and Luis Vuitton (bags),
increasingly accessible to the wealthy upper and middle class of Asia.
The second is through major essential services, like
Telecommunications provider China Mobile and Thai regional bank
Siam Financial, companies that enjoy a dominant industry structure,
strong balance sheets and robust margins.
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Fixed Income
Fundamentals

Valuation

Sentiment

Narrowing the spread, interest rate differentials
8

Low rates are
predicated on weak
growth and low
inflation. We see
structural reasons
for this to continue.

High Yield and EM
debt are vulnerable
to a change in capital
flows where spreads
do not compensate.

Sentiment in EM
and High Yield has
been strong and
material reversals,
including defaults,
appear likely.
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It’s worth reflecting on the role of Fixed Income in a portfolio context.
Below are the 20 worst months since the GFC for the ASX 200 by
return, compared to the Fixed Income total return using the AusBond
Composite as the benchmark.

Interest and inflation rates continue to decline
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Interest rates have been declining for over 30 years, across a majority of
developed economies. Global government bonds sit at rates not overly
dissimilar from zero, and indeed in some Scandinavian economies short
term interest rates are actually negative.
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Previously, market participants had viewed zero as the natural lower
limit for yields, given that an investor can always choose to hold
cash. Clearly this is not exactly true, and instead zero acts as a kind
of soft limit, rather than a hard one.
Against this backdrop of steadily declining rates, we see that the
past month has seen a significant upwards move in US 10 year rates
driven by a very strong US jobs report.
Robust US Jobs growth
600
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Fixed Income drawdowns, compared to Equity markets
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Fixed Income Return

ASX 200 Return
Source: Bloomberg, CBA

The FI returns were materially positive in the clear majority of those
worst months, and the quantum of losses in negative months
remained small in both an absolute sense and particularly in a relative
sense when compared to equity.
Fixed Income remains an excellent hedge against equity market
volatility, and the diversification benefits and income generation
are exactly why we use the asset class in our portfolios.
Our portfolio is well diversified across hundreds of issues (reducing the
idiosyncratic risk of investing in, say, single name hybrids), generating
an attractive level of income with a focus on capital preservation via
a short duration position and a robust credit rating.
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This lift in yields narrowed the interest rate differential between us and
the US. Interestingly, the last time the differential was this low the AUD
was trading at only $0.55 USD.
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Property and alternatives
Fundamentals

Valuation

Sentiment

Returns are nearing
cyclical highs, with
increasing use of
leverage and low
Free Cash Flow
generation.

Valuations are
currently trading
well above Net
Tangible Assets,
and capitalisation
rates are near
cyclical lows.

Inflows are strong
and the development
cycle is in full swing.
M&A starting to
happen.

We also note that the REITs (Real Estate Investment Trusts) have not
meaningfully deleveraged. Returns that are cyclically high, combined
with a significant degree of leverage and elevated multiples (valuations)
suggests to us that ‘locking in’ profits is a sensible strategy.
REITs have not significantly geared post the GFC
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Property is attractive in a low interest rate
environment
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US REIT ND/EBITDA
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With Property, the main things that matter are capitalisation rates,
leverage, yield, quality of tenant, occupancy and returns.

2

We can see that returns, whilst looking robust, are nearing on cyclical
highs, suggesting that the sector’s returns are close to as good as
they are going to get. The returns generated during the GFC were
unsustainable, and as such we are inclined to view the current levels
as close to the top.
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This is particularly the case after the spectacular run that Property
(and REITs in particular) has enjoyed over the past year, with total
returns closing in on 30%. As such, we’ve moved to a modest
underweight to Property in our diversified portfolios.

US returns close to pre-GFC peaks, near cyclical highs
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US REIT ROE
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Alternatives continue to perform well
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The case for Alternatives continues to remain strong. Managed
futures (a trend following strategy) has enjoyed particularly good
returns over the past quarter, generating significant outperformance
by shorting oil and gas markets, and being long Euro based debt
securities in anticipation of the launch of EU QE.
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Likewise, a glance at commercial construction metrics suggest the run
has further to go, but in the light of the ‘overbuild’ that occurred in the
run up to the GFC, we’d suggest current levels are more reflective of
a ceiling than a floor.
Commercial construction nearing peak sustainable levels
$0.14B

The ability to ‘short’ is generating gains in
trending markets
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One of our managed futures managers has enjoyed a circa 32% total
return over the past year. The above chart also demonstrates the
considerable downside protection that alternatives can offer in client
portfolios. The outperformance over the GFC was enabled by the ability
to short markets that (at the time) were embroiled by panic and fear.
This non-correlated return highlights the benefits of diversification that
Alternatives can provide to a diversified investment portfolio.
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